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Abstract
A multi optical parametric imaging system is introduced and established in
order to improve the contrast of object in the fog. A few targets are observed
in the fog weather based on the system level radiation model of multi optical
parametric imaging and the calibrated model parameters. The results show
that the building’s windows can be distinguished clear in the linear polarization, circular polarization and angle of polarization images because of the
strong reflected polarization light of the glass; The vehicles in intersection can
hardly be seen in the intensity image, and it is fuzzy in degree of linear polarization and angle of polarization image because of the doped polarization information of trees near in fog; The circular polarization image raises the contrast of the vehicles by 20% because the circle polarization of the trees is less in
the fog.
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1. Introduction
Recently, there are so Frequent Haze weather of many cities in China which affects not only people’s health but also the visibility and influence People’s Daily
life at the same time, especially in the fields of the road traffic, sea targets monitoring and aviation flight safety [1] [2] [3]. Many scholars have carried out the
research on the target identification of smog weather. Using the basic principle
of atmospheric scattering model and combining with the sunny weather of contrast image, K Nayar drawn from several images of different concentration of fog
scene structure, to achieve image enhancement purpose in 1999 [4]. In 2000,
David B et al. carried out the optical polarization imaging experiment in smoke,
and the results showed that the polarization imaging improved the contrast ratio
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of the image in the scattering medium [5]. Schechner, et al. Studied the parallel
and vertical polarization direction of scene images in haze weather successively
and analyze the target image, the result showed that image contrast [6] are increased obviously. Wang Yong and Tianquan Liang carried out the study of the
linear polarization image recognition method by using 0˚, 60˚, 120˚ which are
three different polarization directions of polarization radiation pattern, the experimental results showed the method can more effectively to distinguish the
distant goal, to improve the target image contrast and obtain the target distance
information [7] [8].
Polarization remote sensing application in the field of astronomy is the earliest use of polarization camera to get pictures of the earth’s surface polarization,
the observation of different vegetation, and mineral surface polarization information work [9]. Light polarization information can be expressed by Stokes
vector (I, Q, U, V) T, in which I is the intensity of polarized light, Q, U represent
x linear polarized light and y linear polarized light, V represents the circularly
polarized light [10]. In current polarization remote sensing detection, the circular polarization information is often ignored. For example, the EOSP instrument
in the United States and POLDER in France only use polarizer to measure radiation information in different polarization directions, so only the first three
Stokes parameters [11] [12] can be calculated. In order to get the circular polarization information, the phase delay device is needed [13], such as cirrus detector
(CCS) system which is developed by the Chinese academy of sciences Shanghai
technology cirrus detector (CCS) with rotating quarter wave plate, the measuring system is a full polarization measurement without imaging which is aimed
cirrus clouds as the main target and detection of other types of clouds and atmospheric aerosols [14]. Compared with radiation intensity or linear polarization degree of image detection technology which are based on single parameter
information, multiple optical parametric measurement imaging system this paper developed can simultaneously obtain the target’s multiple optical parametric
image information such as intensity , polarization radiation, the partial radiation,
linear polarization, circular polarization degree and polarization Angle, etc. target recognition ability in the fog haze image can be improved by the test of the
multidimensional data analysis.

2. Multi-Optic Parametric Measurement Imaging
System and Its Principle
Multiple imaging optical parametric measurement system is built based on full
polarization camera, the system can acquire the incident beam’s Stokes vector
(S0 and S1, S2, S3), and the target’s multi-dimensional image information such
as radiation intensity and polarization, the polarization radiation, linear polarization degree, degree of circular polarization and polarization Angle and so on
can also be obtained through the analysis of the image data processing. As
shown in Figure 1, the system mainly includes optical imaging lens, achromatic
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Figure 1. The multi optical parameter imaging system.

quarter wave plate, polarizer, CCD surface array detector and image data processing software. The optical imaging lens is composed of the front group and
the positive lens of the negative lens. The whole system is designed to minimize
the imaging beam direction multiple optical parametric measurement error
caused by the problem.
The direction of the optical axis of the multiple imaging optical parametric
measurement system is Z-axis, and the transmission axis of plolarizer instrument is the X-axis, as shown in Figure 2.
According to the imaging propagation of polarization beam in optical polarization system, the radiation response of multi-optical parametric imaging system is obtained [15] [16]:

 
X = P⋅S +C


where S = ( S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 ) is the Stokes vector for the incident beam.
q + r + cos(2α ) ( q − r )
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(1)

is

the measuring vector of the imaging system. Where A is absolute radiation calibration factor, α is the quick axial wave plate in absolute Angle in the coordinate system of the system. q and r are the transmission ratio of the two direction
which are fast and slow axis respectively. Their ratio reflects the wavelength
dichroism. δ is the actual phase delay of the achromatic lambda/4 wave plate.

C is dark current correction factor.
In this experiment measurement, the fast axis α in the coordinate system of
the absolute Angle can varies continuously by rotating the achromatic λ/4 wave
plate. And the radiation intensity output response can be obtained, and the linear measurement equation can be established as show in the Equation (2):
 
′ Pα ⋅ S
(2)
X α=
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Figure 2. The images of relative intensity transmission coefficient.


where S is the normalized Stokes vector of the incoming beam. α takes six po′ X α − C is The output
larization angles (0, π/6, π/3 π/2, 2π/3 and 5π/6), X=
α
of the radiation measured when the average amount of dark current is deducted.
The Stokes vector (I, Q, U, V) T of the incoming beam can be measured by Matrix operation Equation (2) and then the multi-optic parameters of the target are
obtained such as intensity I, polarization radiation Ip, non-polarization radiation
Inon, linear polarization degree LP, circular polarization degree CP and polarization Angle θ.

3. Multi-Optical Parametric Measurement
Imaging Experiments
Using the multi-optic parametric measurement imaging system, we conducted a
series of experiments on the smog of the sky, buildings and traffic intersections,
As shown in Figure 3. The imaging work band is 750 nm.
Normally atmospheric media has strong polarization scattering properties,
and its polarization scattering intensity is related to scattering Angle. In our haze
weather scenario experiment, the distance the sky 1) is a large Angle backscatter,
so the non-polarization radiation of the atmospheric scattering light radiation
intensity is strong and polarization radiation is relatively weak. Building glass 2)
of the total reflection energy is very weak, but the polarization of reflected light
is relatively strong, we can all distinguish the window structure more clearly in
the figures of linear polarization, circular polarization, polarization Angle. The
non-polarization radiation of distant buildings 3) is stronger, and it mixed atmospheric background light as a whole, so it is not easy to find. But the distant
glass of building with little non-polarization radiation can be used to identify the
target. In the scene of our experiment, the trees 4) has a certain amount of degree of linear polarization relative to the surrounding background, but its circularly polarized radiation information in haze weather has no particularly advantages of distinguish. For the cars at traffic intersection 5) the location, it is difficult to identify these distant cars in the intensity figure. But they can be seen in
the figures of the polarized radiation, linear polarization diagram and polarization Angle, but the polarization information of nearby trees, makes the vehicle
target is fuzzy. In the circularly polarized radiation figure, circular polarization
information the nearby trees is less, so the vehicle target contrast can be increased by 20%, and the vehicle at the junction can be distinguish clearly.
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Figure 3. The multi optical parametric imaging effect under the fog. (a) The intensity figure; (b) Polarized radiation figure; (c)
non-polarization radiation figure; (d) Linear polarization figure; (e) Circular polarization figure; (f) The polarization Angle of
figure.

4. Conclusion
There are multiple scientific research teams which carry out the haze image target recognition research, basing on the conventional radiation and spectral information, and the light of linear polarization information (mainly the linear
polarization degree or two orthogonal polarization direction) is also gradually
introduced. In this paper, a new target recognition method based on multiple
optical parametric information is put forward, a multiple optical parametric imaging system is established, and it is used to measure multiple optical parametric
information of target in fog haze weather conditions. The optical parametric information includes strength, polarized radiation, the partial radiation, linear polarization degree, circular polarization degree, polarization Angle, etc. However,
this approach is limited by many factors such as the error from the design,
process and the parameter calibration of Multi-optic parametric measurement
imaging system. And it is also limited by External cause, such as fog haze type,
concentration, and observation date/time, observation angle caused which will
bring he uncertainty on the target recognition with the uncertainty, these factors
will be discussed in subsequent papers.
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